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“Every night a customer
will tell me - ‘I can’t believe
this place is in Cleveland’
- my response, ‘this is the
new Cleveland!’’
–FWD Day & Night Club
Owner Bobby Rutter

“The Flats East Bank has been a
triumphant decision for my brand.
The commercial success is record
breaking while the brand impact of
helping revive a historic entertainment
district is both something we are
proud of and would do again.”
–Punch Bowl Social CEO
and Founder Robert Thompson

“The Flats East Bank has proven to be the best
decision we could’ve made for a new Big Bang
location. The energy of the area is so exciting and
positive that it’s the perfect fit for our concept and
what we do. The business is booming!”
–Big Bang Partner Sam Leatherwood

flatseastbank.com

World-Class
Waterfront District.
Where It Began. Where It Begins Again.
The east bank of the Cuyahoga river was the site of Cleveland’s
original settlement and the backbone of its heavy-industrial past.
Now, on that same spot, the Wolstein Group is driving a waterfront
redevelopment with a beautiful office tower, trendy hotel, exclusive
fitness club, and a range of local restaurants — and that was just
Phase I. August 2015 marked the arrival of even more amenities to this
growing riverfront district as it added new restaurants, entertainment
venues, residential building and an extensive riverfront boardwalk as
part of Phase II. With the success of Phase I and the opening of Phase
II, planning efforts are underway for an additional phase to include a
movie theatre, street level retail and over 300 additional residences.

Tourism and Population Growth.

18mil.
Cleveland travel and tourism
is booming, with 18 million
visitors in 2016

77%

Even with the tremendous growth of Cleveland’s downtown population,
the city is only scratching the surface in demand for downtown living.
The market absorbs new apartments as quickly as they become available,
with demand continuing to far outpace supply.
This explosive growth is influencing forward-thinking business
executives seeking to expand or relocate their offices, while retailers
and the food and entertainment industry are attracted to downtown
Cleveland’s ever-increasing buying power.

Quick Look.
1,200 Foot Riverfront Boardwalk
18-Story Office Tower
241 Luxury Apartments
150 Room Luxury Hotel
14 Restaurants & Entertainment Venues
Exclusive Fitness Club

Cleveland’s downtown population has
grown by 77% since 2000 with over
17,000 residents

94.5%
Occupancy remains high at 94.5%.

* Source: Downtown Cleveland Alliance
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